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Foreword: Festschrift for Mogens Nielsen’s 60th birthday
1. Introduction
We are honoured and delighted to serve as guest editors for this Festschrift issue in honour of Mogens Nielsen’s 60th
birthday.Mogens’s high scientific standards andhis long associationwith the EuropeanAssociation for Theoretical Computer
Science make Theoretical Computer Science (TCS), its flagship publication, the obvious choice.
The scientific content consists of eight papers written by friends, colleagues and students of Mogens. All papers have
been reviewed by at least three referees who judged the submissions to the very high standards expected from TCS. The
diversity of topics is a testament to Mogens’s wide-ranging interests and intellectual generosity.
The core of this Foreword consists of short, personal accounts that were solicited from a selection of Mogens’s many
colleagues and students. We believe that these are an ideal way of introducing Mogens as a scientist, colleague, teacher and
friend. It concludes with a brief biographical note.
As Mogens’s students we remain deeply indebted to him for his inspirational qualities as a supervisor and for having
shared with us some of his insights, both scientific and non-scientific.
2. Personal perspectives
2.1. Mogens — a tribute, by Robin Milner
I have knownMogens since 1979 at least; half his life. It may bemore, but I remember this much easily because in 1979–
80 I spent a half-year at Århus. It may or may not have been Mogens who invited me, but my discussions with him in those
six months remain most in my mind.
By that time I had distilled most of the ideas for an algebra of processes, and the people at Århus were kind enough to
listen to ten lectures from me, which became the ten chapters of my book ‘‘A Calculus of Communicating Systems’’ (CCS).
It was clear to me how I wanted to represent the act of communication; it was less clear what should be allowed as the
informatic content of a single such act. For example, in a single synchronized action process A could pass an integer to
process B; could A also pass to B the power to interact with a third process C? In other words, could a connected set of
processes manipulate their own connectivity?
My discussions of this with Mogens were rewarding. Anyone who has talked technical matters with him must have
enjoyed the generous but accurate thought that he contributes. I think we both learned a lot. In particular, we learned that
the invention of the pi calculus (though we didn’t call it that) presented difficulties! I’m glad we failed; CCS by itself was
enough to start with, and led to a lot of further research.
Later, Mogens made a most significant contribution. In my pi-calculus book of 1999 I wrote: ‘‘Some years later [i.e. after
my 1979 visit to Århus] Nielsen together with Uffe Engberg made a strong advance, showing how the notion of behavioural
equivalence can be extended to handle processes which pass ‘labels’ to each other. This stimulated the design of the pi
calculus around 1989’’. In that year Joachim Parrow, DavidWalker and I recognised the significance of this in our first paper
on the calculus.
More recently, Mogens has had a huge influence in bringing rigorous thinking into the informatic design process. The
world has taken some time to recognise his strength in this; I, for one, knew about it long ago!
2.2. Mogens Nielsen — the early years, by Erik Meineche Schmidt
I first met Mogens exactly 40 years ago when he took his first computer science course as one of the first students
in the brand new computer science program at Aarhus University. Being a few years older than Mogens, I had finished
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my undergraduate degree in mathematics and physics (together with Sven Skyum) the year before and had decided to
take a closer look at this new field, computer science. Being one of the few senior students in a Masters Program with
even fewer professors and other scientific staff, I was automatically promoted (probably beyond my abilities) to a teaching
job in computer science. This is where I met this bright young kid who had spent his first year at the university studying
mathematics. Right from the beginning, and for many years to come, computer science in Århus was not a separate program
but was always taught in combination with mathematics. This turned out to be a wise decision because it attracted a lot of
very talented students that actually came to study mathematics but realized that computer science was a new attractive
alternative.
Needless to say, Mogens was one of the most noticeable among this new brand of students, and he quickly became one
of the frontrunners in a mixed team of postdocs, junior professors and students at various stages of finishing their studies.
Even then, Mogens was particularly interested in establishing international relations, and he played an important role in the
first genuinely international computer science event in Århus, ‘‘Unusual Automata Theory’’, in January 1972. Brian Mayoh
was the chief organizer and the whole thing was held together by Karen Møller, who would spend a substantial part of
the next 30 years demonstrating her reputed talent for organizing excellent scientific meetings, conferences, etc. This is
where people like Arto Salomaa, Giorgio Ausiello, Jan van Leeuwen, Martti Penttonen and Paul Vitanyi visited Århus for
the first time and Mogens was a key player in making that happen. He was also behind attracting Arto Salomaa to a guest
professorship in Århus the following year, and this was arguably the turning point of making the young group in Århus
genuinely internationally connected.
Mogens did his Master Thesis on probabilistic automata and his Ph.D. on Lindenmayer Systems, both in Århus. Then
he went to Edinburgh, where he got interested in Semantics — which of course is where he has done the majority of his
work. I went to Cornell and got interested in Algorithms and Complexity Theory, so scientifically we took different paths.
But we continued to work together (and still do) to promote computer science (and science in general) in Århus. We have
cooperated in organizing and participating in numerous events in Århus and elsewhere. We were in BRICS together and are
now sharing the responsibility of leading a faculty and a graduate school as respectively Dean of The Faculty of Science and
Director of the Aarhus Graduate School of Science. I’m proud that our long-lasting cooperation has turned into a lifelong
friendship, a friendship of the kind where you have absolute confidence in each other, where you share the most important
values and, last but not least, where you can laugh at the same things, including yourself.
2.3. Nets, BRICS and dentists, by Glynn Winskel
I’ve knownMogens and his wife Nell since the late 1970’s, when Mogens was on sabbatical leave in Edinburgh, and over
the years in a variety of roles, as teacher, research colleague, mentor, co-director of BRICS and, throughout this, as a friend.
In all these roles Mogens is a generous and enthusiastic encourager and enabler. He brings a sensitivity to a situation, and
where it’s called for a diplomacy or a promotional talent.
At Edinburgh, Mogens introduced me to Petri nets. I remember when their name suggested a strange cross between a
Petri dish and a filter space! His presence led to the joint work with Gordon Plotkin on Petri nets, event structures and
domains, and to the start of my thesis. On a visit to Mogens in Århus I met my future wife Kirsten.
With Mogens’s encouragement I applied for a professorship in Århus in the late 1980’s. A few years later we had the
memorable experience of getting further, stage by stage, in our application to the Danish National Research Foundation to
establish a research centre in theoretical Computer Science. The application succeeded and a centre, which came to be called
BRICS (for Basic Research in Computer Science), was established. The directors were Mogens, Erik Meineche Schmidt and
myself. The decision to involveMogens and Erik so centrallywas critical to the success of BRICS. Later BRICSwas extended by
a Ph.D. School under Mogens’s leadership. I had originally not been enthusiastic about the School, thinking it would detract
from research. How wrong I was.
The Ph.D. School provided a core to the research, a common purpose, a way of securing knowledge, and a means and
reason for connecting across diverse areas. BRICS’s students came from all parts of the world and are now to be found in
impressive research and academic positions across a range of countries.
As a boy, Mogens saw how well the local dentist lived, and considered for a while following that direction. He would
undoubtedly have made a very good and popular dentist, and become a lot richer, but think how much Computer Science,
especially in Denmark, would have been the poorer.
2.4. Personal recollection of Mogens Nielsen’s influence on Theoretical Computer Science in Iceland, by Luca Aceto,
Magnús M. Halldórsson and Anna Ingolfsdottir, School of Computer Science, Reykjavik University
Two of us (Anna and Luca) have had the pleasure of knowing Mogens well for what looks like a long time now. We
could wax lyrical about the role that Mogens has played in our scientific career with his dynamic, energetic, entertaining,
friendly, inspirational and open-minded approach to every aspect of his academic work. However, everyone who has had
the luck of meeting Mogens at least once has had first-hand experience of his many qualities, and we are sure that many
others are better equipped than we to write about these aspects of his personality. We therefore decided to tell you about a
lesser-known part of Mogens’s work that is very close to our heart, namely the recent influence that he has had on putting
research in Theoretical Computer Science in Iceland on the map.
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At some point in late 2004,we started dreaming of setting up a research centre in Theoretical Computer Science in Iceland
modelled on the experience of BRICS. The level of activity and visibility of BRICS is beyond reach for us, not to mention
the funding BRICS received from the Danish National Research Foundation, but the BRICS model inspired us in our initial
planning and still guides us in our work as directors of ICE-TCS. The ICE-TCS centre opened its activities in late April 2005
and, despite his many engagements and very busy schedule, Mogens enthusiastically made the trip to Reykjavik and shared
his experiences related to BRICS with the local academic community, for which a research centre of that kind was then an
exotic beast.
We consider Mogens to be the ‘godfather’ of ICE-TCS. Not only did he help us open the centre, but, in his inimitable
style, he also offered advice aplenty, brought a present to its director, carried hard copies of a BRICS report entitled What
is Theoretical Computer Science? that were distributed at the opening of the centre, delivered talks, mingled with the locals
(from young students to the rector of Reykjavik University) and, until a few minutes before starting his presentation, was
busy making copies of the pamphlet Grand Challenges in Computing Research of the British Computing Society which he
handed in to the director of ICE-TCS at the opening. Since 2005, Mogens has served as a member of the advisory board for
ICE-TCS, being always responsive andwilling to share his experience and vision as well as his scientific and political acumen
with us. He has supported the activities of ICE-TCS beyond the call of duty and was instrumental in bringing ICALP 2008 to
Reykjavik by backing our bid to host that event.
Mogens has also helped us bring the importance of adequate levels of funding for scientific research to the attention of
Icelandic politicians and policymakers. In lateMarch 2007, despite being very busy as usual, he agreed to travel to Reykjavik
to deliver a keynote address at a half-day event whose aim was to put the issue of science funding, and especially the role
of competitive funding agencies for the proper financing of scientific research, on the political agenda before the start of
the electoral campaign in Iceland. Mogens was hobbling and was waiting for a hip operation, but we were the only ones to
notice this fact. Indeed, he was his usual inspirational self, and his presentation was the highlight of the meeting. This will
come as no surprise to those who have heard him deliver talks, as he is one of the most enthusiastic speakers we have ever
had the luck of seeing in action.We hope to host him again in Reykjavik soon and that his influence on ICE-TCSwill continue
for many years to come. Thank you Mogens and happy birthday!
2.5. The hurricane in the classroom, by Michael Schwartzbach
My first encounter with Mogens was in 1980, when I attended his class on Theory of Computation. His enthusiasm for
conveying the material quickly became legendary among us students. Even if Gödel had been a more lively fellow, he could
not himself have been more excited during his original discovery of the incompleteness theorem than Mogens was when
detailing the proof on the blackboard. His lecturing style also gave rise to ‘‘the Mogens’’, which was a unit for speed of
talking. It could be used in sentences such as: ‘‘Gee, that guy was talking really fast — I think he was clocking in at almost
0.4 Mogens’’.
Mogens carries his fire into the examination room as well. As co-examiner I have several times observed him with a
hesitant and insecure student who was mangling some otherwise beautiful result on the blackboard. After a certain time
enduring this, Mogens often jumped to the board, snatched the chalk from the hands of the student, and delivered an
impromptu lecture on the given subject. After some minutes he would then turn around in a cloud of chalkdust and logic,
and if the hapless student at that point had the wits to wholeheartedly agree with Mogens, then he had every chance of
getting a passing grade.
Only once have I observed Mogens tire of lecturing on a subject. In the 1980’s he was an early proponent of logic
programming, and he had a visionary and powerful lecture on this topic that he delivered hundreds of times in every possible
venue and for every possible level of audience. Towards the end, he confessed that he was actually getting tired of listening
to himself, but I am sure that no one detected any outwards signs of this.
Now, 30 years later, Mogens is actually still teaching a course on Theory of Computation. Though he has in reality moved
to the Faculty of Science to direct its joint Ph.D. programme, his love of teaching has made it possible for us to keep him on
the lecturing staff. And these are some quotes from his most recent official course evaluations:
– Mogens is clearly one of the most enthusiastic lecturers I have had in my four years.
– He talks too fast.
– My best teacher so far in the Computer Science programme.
– Very inspiring, but has a tendency not to finish his sentences.
– An eminently good teacher.
– Incredible energy!
– Keep teaching the way you do!
Plus ça change, plus c’est la même chose.
2.6. I dag er det Mogens’ fødselsdag, by Vladimiro Sassone
I met Mogens in 1991, at a conference in Poland, when he chairedme during my first-ever conference talk. I suppose one
could think it was my ‘stage fright’ that interested him, but let us agree for the sake of history that it was the sheer brilliance
of my argument. In any event, at the end of the session he said:
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‘‘Would you like to visit us in Århus?’’
‘‘And where’s that?’’ I asked.
We have been colleagues and friends ever since.
Indeed, I went to Århus for a six-month visit the following Spring. It was the first of several stays, I should add, and I
remain to date very fond of the place, as many life-changing events happened to me whilst there (like for instance that time
I was caught at the border trying to smuggle 20 kg of Parmesan cheese into the country; or that other time I tried to swim
in the North Sea). It is there where I acquired a working knowledge of the English language, courtesy of my then flat-mate
Madhavan Mukund.
That was the period when BRICS was just being conceived. Århus was then well known to semanticists for technical
reports such as Robin Milner’s on CCS – a forerunner of his best-selling book – and Gordon Plotkin’s SOS booklet. There was
a strong department, DAIMI, whose faculty also included at the time Peter Mosses, Hanne and Flemming Nielson, and Glynn
Winskel, but certainly the level of activity then was not even close to the peaks it reached in the golden years of BRICS.
I remember of course the work we did during my stay, on the categorical relationship between models of concurrency
which predated the inception of bisimulation via openmaps. But above all, I remember the spirit that permeated theDAIMI –
excellence and ‘hyggelig ’ (an untranslatable Danish term for all that is courteous, well-mannered, cosy and friendly) – which
stayed with me ever since that first visit. Thus, I remember fondly the summer trips to Mogens’s birthplace, Fjerritslev, with
Nell, Louise and Johanne, and the fiercely contested games of croquet with Linda and Abel, as well as in later years those
crab meat feasts at Karen Kjær Møller’s cottage in Vedersø Klit, together with P.S. Thiagarajan and Erik Meineche Schmidt
and their respective families.
One lovely thing about Denmark is that people celebrate by singing together. At birthdays, anniversaries, public and
private ceremonies, and atmidsummer— I can still remember the affinity I felt thatmidsummer day to that Brazilian student
shivering in his high-winter coat while singing in a choruswith us all ‘‘Du Danske sommer, vi elsker dig!’’ (Oh Danish summer,
we love you!) on the beach outside Glynn’s house in Egå — So, ideally I am now singing together with all authors in this
volume ‘‘I dag er detMogens’ fødselsdag—hurra, hurra, hurraaaa. . . ’’ andwaving ‘Dannebrog ’ to celebrateMogens’s Festschrift!
For muchmore than I dare to put in writing, I feel a great debt of gratitude to Mogens. I will then take this opportunity to
thank him publicly for allowing me to share so much of my career with him, and for being such a great friend to my family
andme over almost 20 years. In a volume like thiswe celebrate career, professional achievements, impact and lasting legacy,
and rightly so. Yet, I cannot help but stress that those qualities are only a small part of what makes Mogens Nielsen such a
special and extraordinary person. I deem myself very lucky indeed to have crossed his path.
2.7. Mogens: The student’s perspective
Good, adjective: 1. To be desired or approved of. The freshly arrived, naive students of Mogens upon hearing this word
feel praised and are quietly pleased with their work. The seasoned old warhorse reacts very differently.
‘‘So what did he say?’’, the office mate asks.
‘‘Good’’, the poor, grizzled veteran responds glumly.
‘‘Good? Just good? Not even a good–good?’’, demands the office mate in a disbelieving, sympathetic tone.
‘‘No. Last week I got a good–good–good–good–excellent. I guess it’s back to the drawing board’’.
There is a clear, discrete and linear ordering of praise with ‘Good’ at the bottom, followed by ‘Good–good’. Some steps
ahead is ‘Excellent’. If you are lucky enough to get the staccato ‘Brilliant–brilliant–brilliant’ then you are clearly on to
something. An enthusiastic ‘Wonderful!’ is very rare, and the lucky recipient is shrouded in glory for days.
In later years Mogens served as a director of BRICS. This meant that, unfortunately, he had less time for his own research
and was, famously, in extreme demand — as immortalized by Michael Schwartzbach in his popular ‘Joke Mogens Nielsen
Homepage’. We quickly realized that Mogens lives in (at least) a five-dimensional universe; he shares with us mortals the
three spatial ones, but it would be ridiculous to propose that one dimension is sufficient to explain Mogens’s relationship
with time. Indeed, how was it possible that we considered him to be very generous and unhurried when it came to
supervisions?
It is during supervisions and when presenting his research at departmental seminars that, though it may sound like
a cliché, Mogens gives off an aura of science in its purest form. It happens often, and not only to his students, that after
hearing Mogens talk about his work one wants to get involved in the research, even if it is far removed from one’s own
current projects. During supervision meetings, Mogens chips away the redundant and the irrelevant in order to find the
substance at the heart of the matter. This skill is just one of many invaluable things that we all have had the privilege to try
to learn from him.
3. Biographical note
Mogens Nielsen was born on 15 September 1949 in Fjerritslev, Denmark. He received his M.Sc. degree in Computer
Science and Mathematics from the University of Århus in 1973. His M.Sc. thesis, supervised by Brian H. Mayoh, was on
stochastic automata. He subsequently worked on Lindenmayer systems under the supervision of Professor Arto Salomaa,
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and received his Ph.D. in 1976. From 1977 to 1979, he was a Research Associate in Edinburgh. At present he holds a chair in
Theoretical Computer Science and heads the Aarhus Graduate School of Science at the Aarhus University.
Professor Nielsen has had a great influence in Theoretical Computer Science and its applications, first in automata and
formal language theory, later in concurrency theory, and most recently in global computing. He is the author of about 70
scientific publications in prestigious conferences and journals. He has supervised 18 Ph.D. and 43 M.Sc. students.
He is a co-founder and co-director of Basic Research in Computer Science (BRICS), a research centre founded by theDanish
National Research Foundation. As one of the co-founders of the European Educational Forum, he has been instrumental in
the organization of many international summer schools. He also served as the president of the European Association for
Theoretical Computer Science. Over the years, he has served as amember or as president of several Danish research councils.
He has lectured on Computer Science for Danish television and industry, and during the late 1980’s he was actively involved
in a major national training programme for high-school teachers in Computer Science. In 2004 he was made a Knight of the
Dannebrog Order.
Mogens Nielsen is married to Nell Grant, is the father of Louise and Johanne, and a very proud grandfather of Casper and
Frederik.
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